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Stock Future contract is a bond to sell or buy underlying equity shareStock Future contract is a bond to sell or buy underlying equity share
for a future date at a price agreed upon between the buyer and seller.for a future date at a price agreed upon between the buyer and seller.
The contracts have standardized specifications like market lot, expiryThe contracts have standardized specifications like market lot, expiry
day, unit of price quotation, tick size and method of settlement. Aday, unit of price quotation, tick size and method of settlement. A
futures contract is an agreement, where two parties agree to transactfutures contract is an agreement, where two parties agree to transact
a set of financial instruments or physical commodities for futurea set of financial instruments or physical commodities for future
delivery at a particular price. A stock futures exchange or stock futuresdelivery at a particular price. A stock futures exchange or stock futures
market is a market, where people are allowed to trade in regularmarket is a market, where people are allowed to trade in regular
futures contracts. A futures contract is an agreement, where twofutures contracts. A futures contract is an agreement, where two
parties agree to buy or sell a set of financial instruments or specificparties agree to buy or sell a set of financial instruments or specific
quantities of a commodity for future delivery at a particular price. Youquantities of a commodity for future delivery at a particular price. You
need accurate need accurate stock future trading tipsstock future trading tips to succeed in stock future to succeed in stock future
market.market.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/stock-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/stock-
futures-trading-tips-5578futures-trading-tips-5578
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